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Abstract
Experience goods are particularly susceptible to opportunistic behaviour, yet
professional services for example, are underrepresented in online research sources
such as ratings, reviews and recommendations. This anomaly is investigated by
exploring the underlying theory of trust as well as the nature of experience goods and
the mechanisms of word of mouth marketing. This allows for the generation of
variables related to trust and trust mechanisms and their application online, including
novel developments such as further distinctions in trust theory and the notions of
weak and strong word of mouth. A number of ‘B2B2C’ eBusiness sites are studied,
including Online Social Networking sites LinkedIn.com and Tribe.net as well as
trading and reviewing platforms such as eBay, eLance and ePinions. We find that trust
mechanisms are implemented in interesting ways, but that products heavily exhibiting
experience qualities are not successfully marketed and sold on any of the sites. We
conclude not only with the confirmation of the relationship between experience goods
and strong word of mouth but also the existence of significant market space to utilise
social networking for the successful marketing and selling of experience goods online,
including professional services and other traditionally difficult categories.
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Introduction
“A hotel so obscure it does not seem to feature on any website. But family and friends
say it is good, which is probably worth more than an online recommendation”,
(Financial Times, 2004). Thus, Michael Skapinker’s conclusion after considering the
use of TripAdvisor.com, a website that ranks hotels according to customer-led
reviews. This is an experience that anecdotally we can all admit to having. Online
reviews can be potentially contradictory, dishonest and certainly unaware of our
tastes, all of which can be damaging to us in terms of cost and frustration. We don’t
trust these reviews when it really matters; instead we rely on word of mouth from
friends and family, and generally our social network.
There would seem to be a need for honest and reliable reviews of (experience) goods
such as holidays, entertainment and professional services due to their variability and
intangibility. Yet what we find instead are plenty of reviews and recommendations
both online and in print for (search) goods that are a lot easier to assess, such as
computers and digital cameras. Until recently, word of mouth, in the social network
sense was very difficult to replicate online. Other techniques were developed instead,
such as aggregated ratings, critical reviews and disembodied recommendations, but
these, as we have seen, are hardly up to the task.
But recent online developments could be about to change this situation, and with it the
landscape of online marketing. The social networks underlying word of mouth
marketing – up until now an extremely powerful but relatively neglected corner of
marketing practice – have been successfully modelled and mirrored on Online Social
Networking websites like Friendster.com, LinkedIn.com, Orkut.com and Tribe.net.
Born out of experiments to verify the theory of Six Degrees of Separation, these
rapidly growing sites now provide dating, business networking and lifestyle services
to their members.
Experience goods require word of mouth, which work using trusted social networks.
Online reviews rarely impact the purchasing decision for experience goods, especially
services, because they fail to make use of these trusted networks. Thus, word of
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mouth marketing, if correctly implemented by Online Social Networking tools may
now finally be able to significantly impact the decision process for buying experience
goods.
A Project Roadmap summarising the trail of logic throughout the project can be found
in Appendix B
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Literature Review
Trust: Why We Need It And How It Works
Definitions Of Trust
Zaheer et al (1998) draw a number of strands together to provide three aspects to trust.
These include trust as believing someone:
1. Can be relied upon to fulfil their obligations, (for example, a doctor is
expected and obliged by codes of practice to act in the best interests of the
patient).
2. Will behave predictably, (for example, we might trust a top sportsman to
perform equally well on an ongoing basis, or a convicted thief to act true to
form).
3. Will act fairly given potential for opportunism, (for example, a friend offering
to sell you an essential item would not maximise their gain if the item has
recently increased in price dramatically).
Lewicki and Benedict Bunker (1996) approach trust from the perspective of the
different ways in which it can be grounded. They define trust as “positive
expectations about another’s motives in risky situations” and argue that trust can be
grounded in a number of ways, such as:
1. Trust based on the benefits of fulfilling expectations exceeding the costs is
known as calculus-based trust; we trust people in this case because we believe
they are rational. Few relationships remain at this initial level.
2. Trust based on experience leading to more information and greater
predictability is known as knowledge-based trust; we trust people here
because we know them and assume their future behaviour will be like their
past. Most relationships are at this level.
3. Trust based on similar groups membership leading to an empathetic alignment
of interests is known as identification based trust; we trust because we belong
to the same group, (however that is constructed), and we assume that identity
aligns with interests. Few relationships reach this stage.
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Why We Need Trust
There are a number of reasons why trust is important to the proper functioning of
inter-firm and inter-personal relations. The tendency of firms to behave
opportunistically is highlighted by Williamson in transaction cost theory. Also Dore,
in relational exchange theory, points to the part played by personal relations in
generating trust which in turn discourages opportunistic behaviour and Arrow draws
out the positive relationship between trust and performance; generally it is shown that
trust reduces the costs of negotiation (Zaheer et al, 1998).
Ring and Van de Ven (1994) describe the cyclical nature of trust as involving
negotiation, where it is necessary to assess each other’s trustworthiness, commitment,
(which depending on the level of trust may be reached over a handshake), and
execution, which as trust builds, will likely become more personal. As the cycle of
negotiation, commitment and execution continue, either the relation lessens and is
broken off, or it gets deeper, more personal and easier to manage. Thus trust is
required,

though

rarely

present

at

the

earlier

stages

of

a

cooperative

interorganisational relationship but is far more developed as the relationship develops,
reducing the reliance on formal mechanisms of deterring opportunism such as formal
bargaining, legal contracts and role-based interactions.
Rousseau et al (1998) agree with Zaheer et al (1998). Not only does trust reduce the
potential for opportunism and thereby reduces transaction costs, but it also, according
to Deutsch (1958) improves the chances for successful negotiations and reduces the
effort aimed at conflict management.
Ranaweer and Prabhu (2003) show the important role trust has to play in the
generation of loyalty and word of mouth. While retention is the behavioural aspect of
loyalty, word of mouth is the (true) affective aspect and trust, as measured by
reliability and integrity, and is at least as important as customer satisfaction for the
generation of word of mouth. These findings were drawn from a survey of
transaction-oriented customers and Ranaweera and Prabhu advise that the effect of
trust on word of mouth may be even more pronounced in industries with relationshiporiented customers.
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How Trust Works, Or The Trustworthiness Of Social Ties
Rousseau et al (1998) survey a number of sources for the development of trust.
Various institutional arrangements are highlighted from a sociological perspective as
assisting trust formation, such as dependence and identity (e.g. in Japanese firms).
Also, third party ‘gossip’, according to Burt and Knez (1996) can play a powerful part
in trust formation, as can competence, concern, openness and reliability
For Rousseau et al, any exchange relationship starts with and is founded upon
calculus-based trust and only later moves on to relational trust with the help of
institutional-based trust.
1. Calculus-based trust relies on a rational choice in economic exchange and
requires credible information about trustees in the form of reputation and
certification. This form of trust includes both the calculus based trust and part
of knowledge based trust (ability) of Lewicki.
2. Relational trust is derived from repeated interactions over time, during which
emotion enters into the relationship. It develops into affective trust, or identity
based trust. This form of trust includes parts of the knowledge-based trust
(repeated interactions) and identity based trust of Lewicki.
Institution-based trust is seen as an essential factor for interpersonal trust. It includes
the legal framework within which trust operates as well as societal norms regarding
conflict management and social networks.
Williams (2001) emphasises the idea of affect and group membership to help explain
how trust works. Williams points out that people associate positive feelings with the
groups to which they belong and that such positive feelings influence trust. Trust thus
influenced tends to a ‘deeper’ form, a ‘higher’ stage that may affect the (cognitive)
forms of trust since people often use feelings as information when making judgements
about others. The forms of trust Williams outlines are integrity, ability and
benevolence, roughly equivalent to Zaheer’s reliability, predictability and fairness
outlined above
Kipnis (1996) also points to social relations as a basis for trust. Trust varies according
to the empathy felt for others, so trust lessens as we move further away from friends
and family, those ‘like us’ and finally outside even this circle. Another factor
5

influencing trust for Kipnis is the amount of past experience we have of someone –
the less we have the lower the trust, all things being equal.
Burt and Knez (1996) point out that “trust is significantly amplified by third parties”,
in that third parties have a positive effect on trust in already trusting relations and a
negative effect on trust in already distrustful relations. The strength of a relationship
for Burt and Knez is given by frequency, duration and most powerfully, closeness of
contact. This reinforcement of existing relations by third parties is evidence that they
are biased toward these existing relations. Burt and Knez also show that while trust
builds incrementally, distrust has a more catastrophic effect and is amplified even
more than trust, which may explain the greater alertness by third parties towards
distrust.

Experience Goods: Opportunistic Behaviour And Reliance On Word Of
Mouth
What Are Experience Goods
Experience goods are a general class of goods that sit in relation to search goods and
credence goods. Phillip Nelson (1970) outlined search goods as those whose
evaluation is subject to consumer inspection prior to purchase, such as a new desktop
computer system. Experience goods on the other hand are subject to evaluation only
after purchase, for example a meal or a movie. Credence goods are very difficult to
evaluate, even after purchase, such as medical or legal services (Kotler 2003). It
should be noted that goods should not be regarded as either search or experience or
credence goods, but rather that these three are qualities to be found in all products to
varying degrees.
Customer Service
The importance of product quality should not be underestimated, as the product is the
most important element of the marketing mix (Kotler 2003). Products include
physical goods, services, experiences, persons and ideas and can be evaluated along
price, features and service, in order of ascending experience qualities. Each individual
product, including physical goods, has a Consumer Value Hierarchy, within which we
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find customer service as part of the Extended Product, and as such even physical
(commodity) goods such as desktop computers have significant experience qualities.
The consumer value hierarchy (using hotels as an example) has a core benefit at base
(rest or sleep), then a basic product (bed and towels), an extended product (clean bed,
efficient customer service), an augmented product (exceed expectations) and finally a
potential product (future possibilities) (Kotler 2003).
Services
Services can be either a basic product (like consultancy or legal services) or, as shown
above, an extended product (like hotel customer service). In either case they are
particularly susceptible to experience qualities due to their characteristics, which
include their intangibility, their inseparability from people (in delivering the service),
their perishability and variability of quality (Kotler, 2003). Due to these
characteristics, services are much harder than physical goods to be inspected and
evaluated before purchase and consumption, so we can expect services to exhibit
greater experience (and credence) qualities than physical goods. Of course, services
come in degrees along a continuum moving from pure tangible goods (e.g. soap) to
pure services (e.g. babysitting), taking in tangible-with-service (e.g. auto repair),
hybrid (e.g. restaurant) and service with minor good (e.g. airline) along the way
(Kotler, 2003). As such, we should expect that the further toward a pure service a
product is, the greater the degree to which it would exhibit experience qualities.
Marketing Experience Goods
Since services are harder to judge prior to purchase this leads to greater risk (Kotler,
2003). As such, there is a tendency to rely on word of mouth for pre-evaluation as
well as price, personnel, physical and psychological cues, consumer magazines and
advertising (Neelameghan & Jain, 1999; Kotler, 2003, Nelson, 1970). In response to
this, Kotler adds three more ‘Ps’ to the famous ‘four Ps’ of marketing: People,
Physical evidence and Process. These three extra ‘Ps’ impact marketing management
by highlighting the need to train employees in client skills, so that not only can a level
of technical quality be reached, in the form of a successful delivery of a product or
completion of a project, but a level of consumer confidence be also achieved (Kotler,
2003).
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Consumer confidence is important to achieve so that when the consumer engages in
post consumption evaluation they have a better sense of perceived performance and
thus engage in positive word of mouth (Neelameghan & Jain, 1999). Word of mouth
(WOM), in the form of reviews and recommendations by friends, relatives and other
trustworthy acquaintances are expected to be more effective than random sampling
and especially so where sampling a product is not cheap or frequent. Nelson (1970)
predicted that the recommendations of others would be used more for the purchase of
experience goods than search goods, (but that interestingly friends might find the
continual requests for guidance unpleasant!).
Hedonic Consumption
Experience goods very often coincide with hedonic consumption behaviours. These
behaviours relate to “the multisensory, fantasy and emotive aspects of product usage
experience” (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). Products that are particularly open to
hedonic consumption include the performing arts, the plastic arts (painting and
photography) and popular culture, rather than traditional packaged goods and
durables. The emotional arousal generated by these consumptive experiences
manifests itself both psychologically and physiologically, altering states of both mind
and body.
Emotional responses depend to a large extent on individual, personal differences and
these can be determined, in many cases, by the subculture to which an individual
belongs as well as the particular tastes and preferences of that individual. These
differences are crucial in determining the kinds of products and services to be
consumed; tastes and preferences are far more easily discovered by those closest to
the consumer, in particular friends and family, which helps to explain the power of
social networks.

Word-Of-Mouth: Its Reliance On Social Networks
Its Importance
It is a very widely accepted notion that in consumer behaviour, word of mouth
(WOM) plays a crucial role in determining the attitudes and behaviours of consumers
(Johnson Brown & Reingen, 1987). For example, almost 60 percent (of those who can
8

remember) regard WOM as the most influential source of information for selecting a
car mechanic, according to a study by Engel et al (1969). For new residents in a
community, about two thirds relied on WOM when selecting a physician (Feldman &
Spence, 1967). Services such as doctors, lawyers, accountants and even hair stylists
often leverage social networks using WOM, rather than employing mass-media
advertising or direct solicitation. WOM here is regarded as being constrained by
social relations with others and the WOM behaviour is that of referral communication
(Johnson Brown & Reingen, 1987). WOM is also important because it is a low cost
and effective method for marketing (Kotler, 2003).
WOM Variables: Level, Strength And Risk-Perception
These social relations and referral behaviour can be studied at the macro level or the
micro level. The macro level considers the interaction between groups and the micro
level studies interaction within groups. The former would consider fashions, fads and
widely held consumer attitudes, while the latter would consider which social ties are
activated for information and which are the more influential (Johnson Brown &
Reingen, 1987).
As well as the macro and micro levels, there are further variables of importance when
studying WOM in social networks. Tie strength refers to the strength the social
relation between group members and across groups and is given by the type of
relation (i.e. friend, neighbour, relative and acquaintance), the frequency of contact
(e.g. daily, weekly, monthly) and the importance of the social relation (i.e.
acquaintance, important, critical). Another variable is homophily, which refers to the
degree of ‘sameness’ between group members and across groups. Various
demographic indicators in Johnson Brown give the degree of homophily, although
other indicators such as psychographics may also be useful. Both tie strength and
homophily help to ensure that those receiving/asking for referrals have their particular
context (tastes, history, constraints, lifestyle) better understood and interests better
protected by the referrer.
Weak ties are also important in that they may connect groups to each other and as
such, operating at the macro social level, allow WOM referral information to travel
across densely knit clumps to create widespread diffusion of information
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(Granovetter, 1973, in Johnson Brown & Reingen, 1987). However, strong ties are
more likely than weak ties to be activated for the purposes of product referrals and the
information received from strong ties is perceived to be more influential. Also, a
strong tie from whom a referral has been received is more likely than a weak tie to be
used as a referral for a related good. Further, the more similar (homophilous) a social
tie, the more likely it is to be used for WOM referral. This is most likely because the
consumer making use of the referral feels his or her context is far better understood by
those with strong ties and strong homophily.

Online Reviews: What They Are Used For
How Online Reviews Differ from Offline Reviews
Dellarocas (2003) refers to WOM as an ancient solution to the problem of good
conduct in self-interested communities with short-term incentives to cheat, noting that
many aspects of social and economic life are still governed by WOM today. The
degree to which electronic WOM (or eWOM) differs from traditional WOM depends
to a certain extent on which definition we use for the latter and to what extent we stick
to that definition when studying eWOM.
Chatterjee (2001) uses Arndt’s 1967 definition of WOM: that it consists of oral
communication between interlocutors whom one perceives as non-commercial. Yet
for Chatterjee, eWOM is possibly many to many, may be between strangers, possibly
commercial, more voluminous and both positive and negative at the same time.
Clearly, the third condition, that the nature of eWOM may be commercial is
problematic, as it directly contradicts Arndt’s definition. The second condition,
allowing strangers, is also problematic in that it diminishes the ability of interlocutors
to determine the commercial nature of the eWOM or to judge the tastes, preferences
and context of each other, although it does not directly contradict Arndt.
Dellarocas also draws out a number of differences between WOM and its online
counterpart. Scale is important online, for example in feedback systems for online
auctions. These systems only work once a certain threshold in the amount of feedback
is reached. Control by designers is another difference, in that eWOM can potentially
be monitored and censored, perhaps in order to eliminate suspicious, outlier feedback.
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Importantly, there is a lack of contextual cues, since there is diminished familiarity
with the source of eWOM compared to offline WOM. It is not clear that any of these
are necessarily improvements on the offline version of WOM. Scale may well come at
the expense of quality of advice and control by designers may easily be used for
opportunistic purposes, thus diminishing their reliability. Further the lack of
contextuality would seem to be the greatest failing of this kind of eWOM, as it would
seem to allow commercial interests to pose as disinterested parties.
The weakness of definitions of eWOM appear again in Hennig-Thurau et al (2004),
who describe eWOM as “any positive or negative statement, made by potential, actual
or past customers about a product or company, which is made available to a multitude
of people and institutions via the internet”. Such a definition does away with all
reference to social relations, and like the descriptions of eWOM above, opens the way
to abuse of online recommendations by commercially interested parties.
As we can see, it is by no means clear what the literature means by, and what the
advantages and disadvantages are between, traditional WOM and eWOM. This may
be due perhaps to the subjects of empirical investigation by the studies mentioned.
While Chatterjee refers to the non-commercial nature of WOM and Dellarocas to the
communities within which WOM takes place, both these researches as well as
Hennig-Thurau et al take as their empirical settings particular kinds on online
business recommendation environments. These tend to be sites that encourage
feedback on products or services with little or no contextual information about the
author. The problem remains therefore, why we should trust decontextualised reviews
on websites. The various techniques, their theoretical underpinnings, as well as the
various failings of these techniques are the subject of empirical research, further in
this paper.
What Used For
Despite the problematic nature of eWOM, these online platforms are still heavily
trafficked and put to a number of uses. Chatterjee studied two such platforms:
mySimon.com a comparison-shopping service and BizRate.com, an e-business rating
service, noting that while offline consumer reports are available for products, there is
scant information regarding retailers. As such, services such as mySimon.com and
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BizRate.com are used as guides to offline as well as online retailers (Chatterjee,
2001).
Dellarocas points to the bidirectionality of the Internet as the driving force for the
uptake in online feedback systems. Because of the Internet’s bidirectionality,
consumer can ‘talk-back’ to companies and provide information to other consumers
on a previously impossible scale. It allows consumers to share opinions on products
and services using reputation platforms such as CitySearch.com (entertainment
guide), eBay.com (online person-to-person auctions) and eLance.com (professional
services marketplace). There is anecdotal evidence that people are increasingly
relying on online review sites like these to assist their decision-making. Companies
are also using these platforms for brand building and customer acquisition, as well as
gathering customer product feedback (Dellarocas, 2003).
People are using (that is, reading and writing) these feedback sites and others such as
ePinions.com, ConsumerReviews.com and RateItAll.com not only for decisionmaking (e.g. searching and asking questions), but also for less commercial reasons.
Prime among these are the social benefits achieved by review writers contributing to
an online community. This helps them feel part of the community and thus achieve a
sense of identification and social integration. Another major reason is to achieve a
sense of approval, by being rewarded in some way by members of the community or
the reviewing platform itself (with perhaps ‘web-points’). Concern for others emerged
as another major motivator for writing reviews as well as the author’s need for selfenhancement in the form of developing a sense of connoisseurship and expertise in
the eyes of others. Other less important reasons for writing reviews included
expressing negative and positive feelings as well as exerting the collecting power of
numerous consumers (Hennig-Thurau et al, 2004).
Although many web platforms provide a forum for reading and writing reviews,
Chiang & Dholakia (2003) argue that there are other important reasons for selecting
products, such as the convenience, price and product type. They note that product type
is a major influence in that consumer intentions to shop online are greater for search
goods than for experience goods, most likely because of the difficulty in providing
information about product attributes. They conclude that these informational
12

difficulties would make it much more of a challenge to sell experience goods than
search goods. However, Chiang and Dholakia make no mention of the characteristics
(e.g. degree of contextualisation) of the web review platforms they had in mind.
Further, survey respondents were recruited from a train and while this might ensure a
random sample, it is not clear that these respondents were in the best position to recall
their reasons for their Internet purchases.
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Methodology

Research Strategy
A case study research strategy was employed for this study because it was not
intended that direct relationships between variables be established. Rather an
investigation into the mechanisms for developing trust and the rationale for employing
them within particular settings (heavily mediated, retail eBusiness environments, or
‘B2B2C’) and for a specific class of products (experience goods and services) was
considered more useful at this early stage. As such, the study asked “How” and
“Why”, but didn’t require control over behavioural events (Yin, 1994, p. 6).
The general qualitative method employed was a form of case study. Mini-case studies
were developed to cover eight eBusiness settings, each aiming to illuminate the
general mechanisms at work and why they might be employed within an overarching
business model for the particular website. Here the a priori assumption is of course
that the trust mechanisms do in fact intentionally tie with the business model; that the
alignment is not just a mistake or a random result.

Variables
The concept variables used were drawn from the literature and selected to focus the
qualitative investigation rather than to draw out and confirm a particular relationship,
although if evidence for the relationship is further established then this is to be
cautiously welcomed. The word of mouth variables are explicitly grounded in trust
variables by making reference to various trust levels in the word of mouth table
below. The variables are:
Trust
Although the literature provides between two and three levels of trust, I have found it
useful to split the level of predictability into capability and attitude/motivation,
although the later is perhaps best represented by behaviour. The attitude/motivation
to personalise moves beyond capability. It manifests as an awareness of and
14

willingness to accommodate the tastes, preferences and individuality of the customer
(e.g. a long-time local grocer). I propose this split not only because of the natural and
logical distinction between the two kinds of predictability, but because it allows us to
better reconcile Zaheer’s, Lewicki and Benedict Bunker’s, Rousseau’s and Williams’
schemas for trust. Further, it allowed me to align the different types of trust with the
various mechanisms of online trust formation, as outlined in the table below. The
general framework developed is:
Trust level

Beliefs

Basis

Zaheer

Lewicki

Drivers
and Push – institutional

Benedict Bunker

Pull – group membership
Rousseau; Williams

1

Reliability (won’t cheat)

Calculus

Calculus

2

Predictability (capability)

Knowledge

Calculus

3

Predictability (attitude)

Knowledge

Relational

4

Fairness (may do favours) Identification

Relational

Word Of Mouth
I have chosen to scale WOM along weak-WOM and strong-WOM, in response to the
literature on online reviews (Chatterjee, 2001; Dellarocas, 2003; Hennig-Thurau,
2004). This set of literature compared online (reviews, ratings and recommendations)
with offline WOM, drawing out the differences to the extent that it was difficult to
refer to online WOM as WOM at all. These criticisms have been discussed above.
However, it was accepted that there was some influence generated by these forms of
informal, personal online communications, and because of their ‘distance’ and
consequent weak impact (Johnson Brown, J. & Reingen, P. H, 1987), this has been
named weak-WOM. Strong-WOM is far more similar to traditional offline WOM and
is constituted by strong social ties, homophily (both: Johnson Brown, J. & Reingen, P. H,
1987), non-commercial nature (Chatterjee, 2001) and potential for social retaliation.

It is important to note that the trust levels referred to relate to the trust level table
directly above. The indicators making up the different kinds of WOM as well as other
forms of trust are as follows:
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Different WOM & trust mechanisms and their basis in
Trust theory
Trust Mechanism

Meaning

Example

NON-WORD OF MOUTH
Certification

Subject

of

certification University

degrees,

Michelin

Trust levels 1,2 (see undergoes a test of some stars, ‘Hotels of the World’,
above table)

form set by impartial third Hallmark,
party

Professional

Associations

Guarantees

Subject is willing to be held Money back guarantees, free

Trust level 1

to some standard set by initial
consumer

transaction,

code

of

conduct or ethics

Brand power

Brand is positive and well Oxfam, Goldman Sachs, BMW

1, 2

recognised

Contract/legal

Customer has legal rights Trade Descriptions Act, small

1

and mechanisms if vendor claims
proves unsatisfactory

court,

service

level

agreement

WEAK WORD OF MOUTH
Critical review

Independent expert judges Film and restaurant reviews,

1, 2

the subject

Informational

Marketing

1, 2

allow greater insight into and personal profiles

market and vendor expertise
information

to Brochures, marketing literature

subject and offerings
Public feedback

Public perception can be Ratings, reviews, testimonials

1, 2

marginally impacted

and recommendations,

Accessibility/contact- Subject can be contacted

Email,

telephone,

physical

ability

address, trade shows, they visit

1

you
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STRONG WORD OF MOUTH
Social ties

Frequent, important social Friends, family, work colleagues,

1,2,3, 4

interactions

Homophily

Strong

1,2,3,4

overlapping identities

similarity

friends of friends
through Friends

and

lifestyle,

family

values,

share
identity,

preferences
Non-commercial

Either unbiased third party Ambivalent acquaintances, near-

1,2,3

or transparent bias that can strangers and friends of friends
be easily discounted for

as well as closer ties with your
best interests at heart

Social retaliation

Reputation of subject can be Referrals,

advice,

1,2,3,4

privately impacted among gossip, rumours

warnings,

peers and future customers
Experience Qualities
Experience qualities have been taken from the literature to include their intangibility,
inseparability from people (in delivering the service), their perishability and
variability of quality (Kotler, 2003). I have also added individuality to this list, in
acknowledgement of literature on hedonic goods (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982). The
individual nature of experience goods entails the need for vendors of experience
goods to customise their product according to the bewildering variety of alternative
particular individual tastes of consumers. Due to shared lifestyles, mutually
constructed identities, unspoken preferences and shared values, those closest to us are
far better at judging our individual tastes and advising accordingly than those who do
not know us.

Data Collection Techniques
The web sites studied can be seen as documentary evidence and as such, offer a
number of advantages over other data collection techniques: they are stable (can be
reviewed repeatedly), unobtrusive (not created as a result of the case study), exact
(contain exact names and references) and have broad coverage (long span of time,
many events). Further sources of evidence exist in the direct observation and
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participant observation approaches employed. Direct observation allows us to report
the contextual richness of the setting and participant observation adds to that by
providing an insight into interpersonal behaviours and motives), (Yin, 1994, p. 80).
Interview data collection would have provided further support for findings. It would
have been in the form of a series of short, structured interviews, asking representatives
of the various eBusiness sites a small number of focussed questions that would
emerge from the object sampling and analysis. However, in a study of this size and
with limited time and resources, interviewing was not considered appropriate.

Site Selection
Six of the eight websites used in this study were referred to in the literature review
and have been the subject of much academic study of recent years, especially eBay.
This allows for a comparison of results from this study with previous studies. The last
two – LinkedIn and Tribe.net are relatively recent innovations and have not yet been
referenced by the literature. However, the author has personal experience of LinkedIn
and Tribe.net and this allows for the use of the participant observer data collection
technique. These sites represent reliable examples of Online Social Networking sites
due to their size, market niche, professionalism, financial backing and press coverage
and will likely be studied by academics in the near future.
The categories of eBusiness sites included were ‘Price Comparison Sites’, ‘Reviewing
Platforms’, ‘Trading Platforms’ and ‘Connectors’. While there was some overlap
between the categories they are fairly exhaustive and they differ considerably by
addressing different activities and stages of the purchasing process. Sticking to these
categories meant having to exclude candidates such as weblogs, USENET, message
boards, chat rooms, personal email and email lists. However, it is not expected that
including these other communication channels would have made a significant
difference to the outcome of the study.
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Analytic Strategies
The case study analysis makes use of theoretical propositions that reflect the research
question generated by the literature review. The theoretical propositions include those
relating different trust mechanisms (non, weak & strong-WOM) to product type
(experience or search good) as well as the alignment of various trust mechanisms to
an underlying basis in trust theory. The use of theoretical propositions rather than
developing a case description is much preferred (Yin, 1994, p. 104).
The mode of analysis made use of pattern matching. Pattern matching seeks to
compare the findings of the case studies with predicted patterns that may be either
explanatory or exploratory (Yin, 1994, p. 106).
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Findings
Focus Of The Study
The study focused on two objects of trust. The first was a product or service being
reviewed by a third party on a website and the second was the third party undertaking
the reviewing. This is because two questions regarding the trustworthiness of products
and services that choose to exhibit themselves on the Web arise. Firstly, why should
we trust these products and services and secondly, if the answer involves the
intervention of a third party (reviewer or platform) in some way, why we should trust
that third party (if this answer involves another third party, the question spirals
recursively until some ultimate grounding intervenes).
Because of the two objects of trust, the results are displayed in two columns for each
website in the summary. These shall be known as X-trust and Y-trust, as follows:

Reviewer/Platform

X-trust

Product/Service

Y-trust
Consumer

Outline descriptions (mini-case studies) of the site are given below, in order to add
texture and to provide detail on the various mechanisms underlying the establishment
of trust in these environments.
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Mini Case Studies
Price Comparisons
mySimon.com
POSITIONING: Reliance on and loyalty to mySimon.com

mySimon.com is predominantly a price comparison search engine for search goods,
that is, goods that can be easily evaluated prior to purchase. Such price comparison
facilitates price competition, which acts to lower prices. However, branding is able to
counter price competition to some extent, for example a store may not be the cheapest
but a stronger brand will help it stand out from the crowd of competitors and sell
more. Thus brand value here can be seen as a form of, or at least facilitating trust.
However, this brand value, if it is truly valuable would detract from the value being
added by mySimon.com, as the latter’s value is in forcing prices down. This may
explain why mySimon.com highlights its certification system (which is updated every
week): to help customers feel secure when they buy from the cheapest vendor whose
brand they might be unaware of. Although mySimon allows customer ratings of
individual vendors, it is not clear if or how these ratings are integrated into the overall
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standing of vendor. It would be consistent with the thrust toward price competition for
these ratings not to play a major role.
A further element of the vendor offering is customer service, and like branding,
advertising and ratings, can detract from price competition. This might explain the
significant effort mySimon seems to have put into their Buying Guides, which covers
commoditized goods such digital cameras, MP3 players and computers. These Buying
Guides offer product expertise rather like a shop assistant might provide as part of
routine customer service. As such, mySimon may actually see themselves in direct
competition with much of offline retailing.
Kelkoo.com
POSITIONING: Maximise number of vendors to minimise prices

Like mySimon.com, Kelkoo.com is a price comparison engine aimed at search goods.
However, it offers little in the way of help for the customer. Rather, it seems they
consider their value is in the range and number of vendors brought together to
compete on price. With such a large number of vendors, in over 10 countries, it would
be very difficult to run a certification scheme in the same way mySimon does. Instead
they rely on a number of institutional mechanisms. These include the ISIS mark and
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online shopping advice that together make up the Safe Shopping Scheme, various
consumer rights such as the required cooling off period and fraud safeguards on credit
cards.
Another technique used by Kelkoo is to rely on shoppers to give them feedback on the
performance of vendors; if Kelkoo receives too many complaints about a particular
vendor they promise to remove the vendor from the system. Kelkoo also provides a
StarShops feedback survey of their shoppers to find the best vendor.
Perhaps the intuition behind Kelkoo’s ‘pro-branding’ strategy, (in contrast to
mySimon), is to make use of a vendor’s brand power to put further pressure on the
prices of that vendor’s competitors. It is certainly a more laissez faire business model
than mySimon’s and it seems the hope is that competitive brand pressure will allow
Kelkoo to achieve the lowest prices among the shopping search engines. In effect,
Kelkoo is seeking to tap into the brand power of its vendors for its own brand, all
without the logistical headache of certification that mySimon has to go through.
It is because of this price focus that it would seem Kelkoo is in direct competition
with other shopping search engines, rather than offline shopping. It should be noted
that although there is a category for services, such as financial services there are no
vendors or content, only sponsored links to financial service websites, which may
indicate that these kinds of shopping search engines are not designed with experience
goods in mind.
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Reviewing Platforms
BizRate.com
POSITIONING: provide a better price than offline stores but with the same security

BizRate.com is a shopping search engine with 40,000 vendors and 30 million
products. It also makes use of a proprietary algorithm called ShopRank that balances
prices, popularity, availability and merchant reputation. Shoppers provide over 1
million products and vendors ratings every week. These ratings are provided via three
channels. The first is the Customer Certified Ratings: a questionnaire is placed at the
checkout page of over 2,000 vendors and customers are encouraged to fill the this in
as they pay for their goods and also after the goods have been delivered. The second
channel is rating by BizRate members. Vendors that do not allow BizRate to place a
questionnaire at their checkout are subject to being rated by a panel of 1.3 million
volunteer raters. Finally, each vendor has a ‘Store Report Card’ on the BizRate site,
via which any shopper (or even site visitor) can place feedback for that vendor.
Customers can also write reviews for products and vendors aside from filling in report
cards and questionnaires. These reviews include such elements as pros and cons, a
detailed review, how long the product had been owned and whether the reviewer
would recommend the product or service to a friend. In turn, the reviewers are
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themselves rated with a display such as “145 out of 149 people found this review
helpful” and “Top 500 reviewer” to help site visitors judge the general quality of a
reviewer. Further, internal algorithms are employed to try and ensure the consistency
of reviews ratings and eliminate outliers.
The summaries of vendors in the Store Report Cards are mostly for the post-fulfilment
stage of the transaction. This may mean that the post-fulfilment stage is the most
important stage for consumers. BizRate does provide a section on services although
this is little more than a directory of sponsored web links like Kelkoo.com.
ePinions.com
POSITIONING: Trustworthy information, though perhaps not the lowest price

ePinions is a reviewing, rating and shopping search engine. They seek to provide
advice, recommendations, comparisons and transparent reviews for products and
services. They partnered with dealtime.com to create shopping.com. There is a much
greater emphasis here on creating a sense of community around the reviewing
process. Also, the review itself can be commented upon.
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ePinions makes use of a Web-of-Trust (WOT) which consists of reviewers publicly
linking to other review writers that they trust (find useful, accurate or just perhaps
interesting). The result is two lists on the profile page of any reviewer – those who
they trust and those who trust them, the idea being that if you find a particular
reviewer useful, you will likely also find those in their web of trust similarly useful. In
this sense it is a form of collaborative filtering and relies on transitivity of trust across
weak social ties. It may be considered a very weak form of word of mouth, as the
WOT constitutes a form of social community, albeit a virtual one.
This may be the closest we get to a recreation of traditional WOM in an online
eBusiness environment in the shopping sites studied, although it still does not account
for the shared knowledge and shared preferences that traditional WOM affords.
However, reviewers can see who is trusting them and this appeal to the ego of the
reviewer as well as their sense of social inclusion may be the most powerful effect
rather than a sense of altruism say.
While ePinions also has a price comparison search engine, its real forte seems to be in
the trustworthiness of their review writers, which is evidenced by the deep profiles
given to reviewers, the completeness and balance of the reviews, the comments and
other feedback given to reviews and the WOT system of credibility. Despite the
supposed trustworthiness of the reviewers, it is interesting to note that physical
products are very rarely given low scores, although services are more often given
lower score, which may be a reflection of the inherent variability of the quality of
customer service in delivering services, due to the high degree to which they exhibit
experience qualities.
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Trading Platforms
eBay.com
POSITIONING: Buy and sell anything securely, with complete strangers

eBay is a platform for individual buyers and sellers to carry out transactions primarily
in an auction format. After the transaction is complete, the seller and the winning
bidder can leave feedback for each other in the form of a rating and a short comment.
The feedback provided is very meagre, usually one line. This is a deliberate design
feature, since the feedback mechanism allows only 80 characters for a comment. The
buyer and seller often rate each other, and it is usually a positive rating. In fact it is
very rare to ever see a negative rating.
It appears that the rating mechanism exists to show that the seller or buyer did not
behave opportunistically rather than that they offered a particularly good service, that
is, they behaved normally, despite the expressive language used in the feedback
comment such as “A++++++++”, “Awesome!! Product as described, fast delivery!!”,
or even “Would recommend – great eBayer!!”. This may well be because sellers can
rate buyers and because buyers can become sellers, so it is in the interests of a buyer
to get good feedback from a seller (say for paying on time), and the best way to do
this would be to give the seller great feedback even if the service was ‘normal’.
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It is possible to contact the previous buyers and sellers of the current transaction,
although this seems a little used feature, given the lack of emphasis given to it.
Perhaps this is because users are satisfied with the quantity of the feedback, rather
than the quality. If they were concerned more about quality, we might expect a
requirement for the kind of richer descriptions of the current trading partner that
previous trading partners can provide. Also, we would be faced with recursive
problem of how to trust the previous trading partner we chose to contact.
Thus we are left with little idea of who the counterparty to the transaction actually is.
There is often little in the way of profile content for users and there seemed to be very
few multi-trade relationships emerging; most transactions are one-time only. This is
despite the often-flowery praise given by buyers and sellers for each other.
WOM is good for products that can be found relatively easily but whose quality might
not be known very well. eBay on the other hand is very effective at helping users find
products that cannot easily be found elsewhere (e.g. collectors items), so the quality of
customer service may not be so much of an issue. Once the hard to find product is
found, all the buyer really wants to know is if the seller will behave opportunistically,
rather than if the seller will provide particularly good customer service. The lack of
competition for many hard-to-find products means that although many products
exhibit experience qualities (especially since the buyer is often engaging in a firsttime transaction), they are not as pronounced. But even if there is little competition
among sellers, there is still little incentive to behave opportunistically since in effect
the seller has a (long term) relationship with the platform even if the seller only has a
(short term) transaction with a buyer.
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eLance.com
POSITIONING: Lower costs by aggregating service providers to bid for your work

eLance is an auction-format trading platform similar to eBay’s, but is dedicated to
selling services, online. Customers post projects on eLance and service providers bid
against each other for 10 days to win the project. The kinds of services being sold are
design (graphic & web), software, legal and accounting work, sales, training and even
administration. Many of these vendors are overseas, most notable Eastern Europe and
India.
Given that the services (projects) are being sold on eLance, it would seem that these
are very much experience goods: being services they are likely to suffer from variable
quality, being online it is a lot more difficult to judge their quality and intentions and
being overseas, it would likely be more difficult to rectify matters if things go wrong.
However, the nature of the projects posted ensure that in fact the vendors are offering
services that are heavily search-orientated in that they can be viewed and compared
directly on the Web before purchase, for example projects such as: “Web design for
an emerging corporation” and “Corporate Identity Package including Logo”. Vendors
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have a link to their portfolio, which, on one page allows the buyer to gain a good
overview of the quality of work.
When other services being offered have a more experience-quality nature, such as
“Patent research and possible filing”, the projects are still well specified and there is a
heavy reliance of multiple forms of trust, other than WOM. These include the eLance
Select Seal minimum professional standard certification: SquareTrade.com, best
practice selling standards certification; various credentials (which can be verified)
such as past client references, professional certificates, professional licences and
previous employers (of vendor staff); a detailed profile including contact details and
finally a ‘Private Message Board’.
Even with these various forms of certification and trust mechanisms, there is still the
use of testimonials from past clients about work carried out by the vendor via eLance,
although it was not clear how often this was used. Unlike eBay, there seems to be
little feedback of buyers by sellers, possibly because buyers tend not to become
sellers, at least not as easily or frequently as on eBay. Yet despite any eBay-like
reciprocity, it is still difficult to find poor ratings of vendors. This may be because the
vendors are generally good or because the pressure of eLance trust mechanisms forces
them to be good.
Despite the apparent weakness of ties and consequent claim to being effective WOM,
the feedback from past clients, certificates and past employer references represent
different categories of people and are thus able to judge different aspects of the
service provider a lot better compared to the traditional WOM of our personal friends,
family and associates. The feedback system and other trust mechanisms seem to be
working well perhaps not because we fully trust those giving feedback or those
certifying or providing testimonials, but because we don’t really need to fully trust the
respondents, to believe they are not gaining anything. We just need to believe that if
the vendor did in fact ever act opportunistically toward the past customer, there would
be little the vendor could do to stop the past customer from writing a negative review.
As such, the risk inherent in buying services online seem to be managed not so much
by the vendor or even a third party service, but rather by eLance itself. It is very much
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the degree to which we trust eLance that we trust the vendor. In this case the trust is
largely transitive across actors (unlike collaborative filtering, say). eLance is the
experience good in this equation and they make use of brand building advertising with
partners such as Bank of America and eBay to display credibility. By enhancing the
search qualities of the numerous service providers, eLance is able to aggregate
services regardless of physical distance and create a far more transparent and price
competitive market.
Connectors
LinkedIn.com
POSITIONING: Model your social network online and use it for business contacts.

LinkedIn.com is one of a breed of Online Social Networking sites, aimed at those
involved in business. The aim of the site is to encourage those who you know and
trust to join the site and to link to them, thus building up your online (visual) network.
You are able to browse and search other peoples connections and due to the theory of
Six degrees of separation, the OSN tool will tell you if and through whom you are
connected to other members. You can then use those through whom you are
connected to introduce you.
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The profile page on LinkedIn is extremely detailed and is very similar in structure to
curriculum vitae. LinkedIn makes use if endorsements of previous employment and
experience, but of course this raises the issue of how an endorser is to be trusted.
Also, negative endorsements can be hidden, thus negating much of the value of them.
The only person a member can endorse is a personal connection in their network (1
degree of separation away) but this opens the system up to manipulation using the
‘back-scratching’ technique seen employed on eBay. Given the emphasis placed on
endorsements, it is interesting to note that very few people are actually endorsed. This
may indicate that the number of connections a person has is more important than
whether these connections are actually endorsed.
Using the search facility on LinkedIn helps to make the underlying assumptions about
what contributes the most to trust more explicit. Thus, the number of endorsers, the
number of degrees of separation away, the number of connections a member has, and
keyword relevance (e.g. same company, profession, interests etc) all appear to be the
most important components of trust. The number of degrees away from you and the
number of connections someone has go together to form a ‘Network of Trust’,
reminiscent of the ‘Web of Trust’ used in ePinions. However, it would seem relatively
awkward and difficult to actually refuse a connection invitation, so it is not clear just
how trusted these links are.
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Tribe.net
POSITIONING: A network of likeminded people to further your lifestyle interests

Tribe.net is an Online Social Networking site that seeks to leverage the power of
networks to further the lifestyle aims of its members. It employs the concept of six
degrees of separation, common to, other OSN sites. Friends invite and link to each
other, members write profiles of themselves and view each other’s profiles,
connecting to those they find interesting. Whereas in LinkedIn the object is to write a
detailed profile and then search for others of interest or wait for others to make
contact, with Tribe the dominant activity appears to be communication and facilitation
of community.
In order to encourage the formation of community, Tribe organises itself around
different ‘tribes’ or lifestyle interests ranging from sports to health to business. The
biggest categories by far on Tribe are ‘Cultures and Community’, ‘Entertainment and
Art’ and ‘Music’; these categories have over 2000 tribes each with the roughly 20
other categories averaging about 400 tribes each. As a further possible move to
encourage community communications, Tribe membership is heavily concentrated in
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about eight North American urban centres. This is perhaps reflected in there being
many more testimonials for each member than there are endorsements on LinkedIn.
While testimonials are an obvious form of establishing trust, it is not the only method
available. Members can contribute to various tribes (each member belongs to on
average 40 tribes) in the form of message board posts as well as requests and
recommendations, although the latter are rarely used. The number of friends and the
quality of their profiles are another important way of judging the trustworthiness of
other members.
Whereas with LinkedIn, trust was used ultimately for the purpose of business
networking, in Tribe trust becomes useful in the listings section were members offer
to sell goods and services, advertise events and make recommendations on various
experience goods such as doctors, professional services, restaurants and stores. While
LinkedIn appears to be more oriented toward the scale of a members connections and
knowing how a member is connected to a particular other, Tribe.net is more oriented
toward who is friends with whom and what is said about each member by their
friends.

Summary of Findings
A number of mechanisms have emerged from the site analyses. We can see that a
form of weak WOM of mouth is in use on a number of sites but that a number of other
techniques are used to establish trust between the customer, vendor and any
intervening third party (reviewer or the web site platform). The use of these
mechanisms are summarised below:
X-trust

Y-trust

Certification

Informational

Price Comparisons
Platform-based trust
mySimon.com
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- Explicit certification system

- Using the buying guides

Public feedback

Critical reviews

- Feedback from buyers

- Reviews on other sites like
ePinions

Critical review

Brand power

- Market and vendor expertise

- Brand well received

Contracts

Informational

- ISIS plus legal system

- Consistently lower prices

Brand Power

Brand power

Kelkoo.com

Public feedback
- StarShops buyer feedback
Reviewing Platforms
Platform & reviewerbased trust
BizRate.com
Public feedback

Public feedback

- Customer Certified Ratings

- Reviewers are in turn rated

Critical review

Informational

- The ShopRank system

- View vendor profiles
Critical review
- There are so many reviewers
that they are ‘just like me’ on
average

ePinions.com
Public feedback

Public feedback

- Member reviews of products - ‘Web of Trust’ system
and services
Critical review
- Reviews as reference material
Informational
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- Profiles show reviewers are
‘just like me’
Trading Platforms
Platform & reviewerbased trust
eBay.com
Public feedback

Brand power

- Potential negative feedback

- eBay an important brand

Certification

Critical review

- SquareTrade, ‘ID Verify’

- There are so many raters that
they are ‘just like me’ on
average

Public feedback
- Post trade feedback
eLance.com
Certification

Informational

- SelectSeal

- Reviewers are also web
professionals ‘just like me’

Public feedback

Certification

- Reviews

- Identity certified by eLance

Accessibility
- Email, private message boards
Informational
- Online design portfolio
Connectors
Reviewer-based trust
LinkedIn.com
Public feedback

Public feedback

- Endorsers, no. connections, - Endorsers, no. connections,
company

company

Accessibility

Social ties

- Email

- No. degrees away from me
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Informational

Social retaliation

- Detailed profiles

- Negative feedback to friends
of reviewer

Social retaliation

Accessibility

- Negative feedback to friends - Email
of reviewer
Social ties

Non-commercial

- Mutual friends

-

Known

ambivalence

of

contact
Tribe.net
Public feedback

Homophily

- Endorsers, no. connections, - Tribes
company
Accessibility

Accessibility

- Email

- Email

Informational

Public feedback

- Detailed profiles

- Testimonials, no. of friends

Social retaliation

Informational

- Negative feedback to their - Discussion boards
friends
Social ties

Social retaliation

- Mutual friends

- Negative feedback to friends
of reviewer

Homophily

Social ties

- Belong to same tribes

- No. degrees away from me
Non-commercial
-

Known

ambivalence

contact
Tabular data of trust inducing mechanisms for vendors and reviewers
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From this data we can highlight the most frequently used trust mechanisms on the
sample eBusiness websites, as shown here in grey:
Trust mechanism

X-trust

Y-trust

Certification

3

1

Guarantees

0

0

Brand power

1

3

Contract/legal

1

0

Critical review

1

4

Informational

3

6

Public feedback

9

4

Accessibility/contact-ability

3

2

Social ties

2

2

Homophily

1

1

Non-commercial

0

2

Social retaliation

2

2

Non-WOM

Weak-WOM

String-WOM
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Discussion
Why weak-WOM mechanisms predominate on eBusiness sites
In the summary above, we can see that public feedback, informational methods and
critical reviews were by far the most frequently used mechanisms. Brand power,
certification (website or reviewer-led) and accessibility were also often used.
Guarantees, legal contracts and strong word of mouth mechanisms were seldom used.
One explanation for this is that it appears that the sample websites are avoiding the
use of trust mechanisms that might force them into a particular course of corrective
action (guarantees and legal contracts) and other mechanisms that are not very open to
their control (strong word of mouth techniques). What these sites are left with are a
number of mechanisms that afford them the ability to control the online environment
and to scale up to huge numbers of users around the world.
Scale is an important feature of these online reviewing and shopping platforms, as
mentioned by Dellarocas (2003). In order to operate on such a large scale, the site
operators cannot afford to issue performance guarantees let alone rely on legal
contracts for vendors, as their business would soon grind to a halt. Also, trust based
on social ties would seem to be not scalable enough for the numbers of transactions
being carried out each day by these operators. For the types of products being sold,
i.e. predominantly search goods, the strength of social ties are not even required;
customers need only be convinced that the customer service is good enough, that they
will not be treated opportunistically. The rest of the triad (Kotler, 2003) is transparent,
that is, price and product features/quality (quality often being denoted by
manufacturer’s brand).
While these eBusiness sites, in order to signal quality of service sometimes use
certification, this carries a relatively large overhead. The weak word of mouth
mechanisms on the other hand carry a lower overhead. This is because the work of
‘certifying’ the quality of service is distributed to the customers of the vendors using
the web platform, in the form of public feedback. This enables a kind of parallel
processing, which is far more scalable than individualised and lengthy ‘real’
certification. However, in order to implement public feedback on this scale,
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anonymity is required, which is somewhat different to the decontextualised (‘thin’)
anonymity noted as a key difference by Dellarocas (2003). Anonymity can take the
form of no personal information (what I call ‘thin’ anonymity) or plenty of
unverifiable information (I call ‘thick’ anonymity), and both techniques are employed
by the web sites. Thin anonymity affords huge amounts of feedback, which can then
be aggregated and summarised and thick anonymity affords comparisons of interests
and perhaps more successful recommendations.
Why strong-WOM alone is good enough for experience goods
The kind of ‘service’ being offered in these online transactions is customer service,
thus it is part of the ‘augmented product’, rather than the ‘basic product’ (Kotler,
2003). Customer service can vary in a limited number of ways (delivery time, speed
of response, manners) and is more tangible than services as a basic product, which
exhibits greater experience qualities. Experience qualities are recognised by their
intangibility, reliance on people for delivery, perishability and variability of quality,
(Kotler, 2003). Due to these qualities, experience products, such as professional
services and entertainment goods tend to be highly individualised, either in the degree
to which the service is customised or to which the good is enjoyed. Experience goods,
due to their individualisation, require a level of trust in a vendor that is beyond what
can be delivered by weak-WOM or other, non-WOM mechanisms. No amount of
certificates or branding will convince a customer that for example a particular hair
dresser will give the customer what they are looking for, which includes a particular
attitude, motivation and willingness to ‘go the extra mile’ as well as technical
haircutting skills. Similarly, weak-WOM, in the form of critical reviews, a brochure,
testimonials and contact-ability will only go some of the way to allaying all the
customer’s concerns.
This leaves not only strong word of mouth, but also guarantees (e.g. money back) and
legal recourse (the last two being non-WOM mechanisms). Legal action is rarely a
feasible option especially considering the costs and effort involved relative to the
damage sustained and while it may seem that a money back guarantee should allay
any fears for a first time customer of an experience good, upon closer inspection and a
simple economic utility analysis, we see that it cannot do so. A money back
guarantee, if honestly exercised, essentially means that a customer is paying nothing
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(i.e. getting their money back) but that their benefit has been decreased. Thus there is
a net decrease in utility, whereas if the service consumption is successful, the
customer incurs a cost, but the benefit is greater than this cost, so there is a net
increase in utility. If we call the net decrease in utility from a poor consumption
experience, D (e.g. -2) and the net increase in utility from a successful consumption
experience, I (e.g. +2), then the actual loss to the consumer from a poor consumption
experience is the difference between the two: D – I = -2 – 2 = -4. This is why it is so
important to select vendors carefully when planning to consume a good or service
high in experience qualities, because the potential harm is so great.
Ongoing Problems with eWOM
The advantages of online reviews over offline reviews as pointed out by numerous
commentators have also become the Achilles heel of online reviewing, as we now
know it. The increased scale of the Internet allows us to access a large number of
reviews on a huge range of products and services. Internet based reviewing platforms
afford the aggregation of many more opinions and expertise than would be possible
with our real-world social networks. But this necessarily means that we cannot know
each of the review writers, even if we had access to their personal identification and
contact details, which diminishes our ability to determine their credibility.
As pointed out by Chatterjee, eWOM, no matter how small scale, is now open to
strangers, and this anonymity means we do not know the commercial intentions of
review writers. Anonymity is a key ingredient in achieving scale; the more
identification detail reviewers have to write about themselves, the less likely they are
to write reviews. Part of the problem is that in offline WOM, two interlocutors can be
relatively sure that the subject of the WOM (a hair dresser offering poor service, say)
would not be able to hear the review or trace it back to the source. But on the Internet,
if real identification details were provided, the public nature of the Web would make
it easy for service providers to trace the source, which would be very embarrassing
and potentially damaging for said source. Thus the emphasis on anonymity, which
incidentally also has the opposite effect: of allowing service providers to ‘rig’
opinions either with reviews written by themselves or written by especially rewarded
customers, all of which, like the issue of scale, diminishes the credibility of the
platforms.
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Platform designers claim to have methods for addressing such problems as vendor
sponsored reviews with for example statistical techniques, but as Dellarocas mentions:
“to date, however, there is no efficient solution that completely eliminates the
problem [of eliciting sufficient and honest feedback]” (2003, p.1419). This is because
very rarely do we have the chance to determine any of: source similarity (if similar to
me, I can judge their credibility more easily), expertise (if they are a known expert, I
am more wiling to consider them credible) or accessibility (if I can contact them, I can
verify their credentials), conditions outlined by Chatterjee (2001) even in heavily
structured online environments such as eBay.
In a study of eBay’s famous feedback mechanism, it was found that 99.1 percent of all
feedback comments were positive and that 0.6 percent were negative and 0.3 percent
neutral (Dellarocas, 2003). It is hard to believe that eBay’s auction sellers were that
good. Perhaps this was due to the buyer and seller rating each other, and the ability of
one member to be both a buyer and a seller, which may well offer an incentive for
both parties to a transaction to provide very positive feedback, even if the service
provided was of only standard quality. Another potential issue is that 89 percent of all
buyer-seller pairs conducted only one transaction. If the feedback mechanism was so
important, it is not clear why buyer-seller pairs with good feedback scores do not seek
each other out more often than they seem to do. One possible reason could be that the
platform plays a mediating role, so that what really matters is the relation between the
seller and the buyer to the platform rather than to each other.
The end result is that only strong-WOM can serve as a source trustworthy enough for
recommending goods and services high in experience qualities. Non-WOM and weakWOM mechanisms can only provide Trust-Levels One (reliability – calculus: will not
cheat) and Two (predictability – knowledge: capability) in the four-stage model of
trust outlined earlier. Only strong-WOM can provide the levels of trust required for
experience qualities – Levels Three (predictability – knowledge: attitude/motivation)
and Four (fairness – identification: may do favours). This is because the social
networks, which distinguish strong-WOM from other forms of trust mechanism,
employ strong ties, and homophily, which encourages the accommodation of
individual tastes and preferences and introduction of affect into relationships,
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powerfully aligning interests and identities (Williams, 2001). Social retaliation is a
powerful means of control, in the form of negative rumours, gossip and warnings (and
positive referrals) among the vendor’s social network, including potential customers
(Burt & Knez, 1996) and the non-commercial nature of strong-WOM is crucial if
referees are to be believed and customers if are to allow themselves the degree of
vulnerability required of the deeper levels of trust (Gladwell, 2000; Rousseau, 1998)
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Conclusion
Methodological Developments
These conclusions would not have been possible to generate without the
methodological developments that have taken place in this study. The framework
aligning the different conceptions of trust (Zaheer, Lewicki and Benedict Bunker,
Rousseau, Williams) and the further subdivision of the ‘Predictability’ aspect of trust
(into capability and attitude) allowed for a more effective and fuller operationalisation
of the WOM mechanisms in the empirical setting. The twin conceptions of weak and
strong WOM, and the tracing back of the various trust mechanisms to the levels of
trust take from trust theory have not been encountered in the literature before, neither
have the notions developed here of ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ online anonymity. The addition
of individualisation to the characteristics of experience qualities is a development that
afforded better alignment of strong-WOM with experience goods.

Limitations, Generalisability And Further Work
A set of focussed interviews with select representatives of the eBusiness site would
likely have proved illuminating of the underlying trust mechanism, although it is
doubtful whether it would have significantly confirmed or detracted for the main
thesis of this study. Also, the mini case study method answered to a generally
satisfying degree the main questions of any case study: “How” and “Why”.
The assumption that the alignment of various trust mechanisms with search and
experience goods was correct due to the success of the sites under consideration
should be more fully tested and explored, although it has not been disconfirmed by
this study. The investigation of other eBusiness settings, such as weblogs, USENET,
message boards, chat rooms, personal email and email lists would be a useful
contribution to the field, going forward.
Perhaps a longer pre-study could have been carried out to ensure the robustness of the
number and identification of the various trust mechanisms, but for our purposes the
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indicators for the WOM variables sufficed. The assumption that the significance to the
business model of a particular trust mechanism was given by the degree to which it
was emphasised and promoted on the websites may be questioned, as this could be in
anticipation of as well as a reaction to consumer behaviour and preferences.

Managerial Implications
The case studies have shown that non-WOM and weak-WOM trust mechanisms can
give us only the first two layers of trust – reliability and capability. Experience goods,
because they are difficult to judge on the one hand (intangible and variable) and on
the other hand emphasise individual tastes and preferences that are in turn difficult to
judge (hedonic consumption), require the third and fourth layers of trust – attitude and
fairness – in order to be credible.
Strong-WOM, because of its reliance on social networks is the only trust mechanism
that can achieve the higher stages of trust required by experience goods (see Appendix
A for managerial strategies in this regard). This is because in social networks a friend
or family referrer has a far better idea of the particular tastes and preferences of a
friend or family member who in turn has far stronger social retaliation capability if his
or her trust is abused. This encourages shared values and identity, fairness and
benevolence.
The evidence found confirms the alignment between trust mechanism (strong-WOM)
and product type (experience goods) and illuminates the various trust mechanisms in
use. This indicates strong support for the hypothesis that:
Significant market space exists for the employment of strong-WOM in the
marketing and selling of experience goods online. This is best achieved by making
use of Online Social Networking approaches to online trust generation
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Appendix A – Implementing WOM: Actors And Strategies
Large scale WOM behaves in a somewhat different way to the relatively localised
version we have considered so far. One useful metaphor for large scale WOM is an
epidemic (Gladwell, 2000). Gladwell applies three characteristics of epidemics to
WOM to explain large-scale effects. Firstly epidemics are contagious, secondly little
causes lead to big effects and thirdly dramatic change rather than gradual change is
more likely. Gladwell points to three types of important actors in the large-scale
diffusion of WOM. The first is the Connector, who stands out in the number of people
he or she knows. The second is the Maven, who specialises in the gathering and
dissemination of large quantities of detailed information. The Maven knows fewer
people than the Connector but is more persuasive. However, the Maven is less
persuasive than the Salesman who specialise in persuading people, rather than in
disseminating detailed facts or in knowing large numbers of people.
These types of actors are broadly reflected in Kotler (2003). Kotler refers to advocates
(salesmen) and experts (independent reviewers) as well as various social ties (friends,
family acquaintances) as the actors involved in personal communication channels.
These personal channels are effective according to Kotler because of their
individualised presentation of ideas and feedback. Personal communication channels,
or WOM, are important for expensive, risky and infrequent purchases, mirroring
Nelson’s (1970) description of experience goods. Involving the customer, using
testimonials and developing stories of successful use of the product are all ways
Kotler recommends WOM should be harnessed.
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Appendix B – Project Roadmap

The Literature Review shows that:
1. Experience goods require Word of Mouth (Kotler, Nelson, Neelameghan,
Aggarwal) due to the need for trust in an opportunistic setting (Zaheer, Ring,
Lewicki)
2. Word of mouth works using social networks (Johnson-Brown, Arndt,
Gladwell) due to the trustworthiness of social ties (Williams, Rousseau,
Kipnis, Ranaweera, Burt)
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The Findings, by studying a number of eBusiness websites, shows that:
1. Online reviews/recommendations in online business environments rarely
impact the purchase decision for experience goods due to a lack of trust
(Chatterjee, Dellarocas, Hennig-Thurau)
2. Lack of trust remains due to online reviews failing to make use of social
networks (Shown by empirical findings)
3. Online reviews fail to make use of social networks due to a seeming emphasis
of quantity over quality of feedback (Shown by empirical findings)
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Further, the Findings, by studying a number of Online Social Networking sites shows
that:
1. Offline social networks can be reasonably implemented (mirrored) by OSN
tools (shown by empirical findings) due to a fairly accurate reflection of
trusting relationships (shown by empirical findings)
2. OSN tools might now impact the purchase decision for experience goods
(shown by empirical findings) due to the deeper trust relations that they
represent (shown in the literature review)
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